E34 525

Initially launched as a sedan in January , the E34 also saw a "Touring" station wagon estate
body style added in September , a first for the 5 Series. The E34 generation marked the first time
all-wheel drive was incorporated into the 5 Series with the iX, and the first V8 engine to be used
in a 5 Series. There was an unusually large range of engines fitted over its lifetime as nine
different engine families were used. These consisted of straight-four , straight-six and V8
engines. The E34 M5 is powered by the S38 straight-six engine and was produced in sedan and
wagon body styles. Development ran from July to early , with the initial design proposal penned
by Ercole Spada in Following Spada's departure from BMW and styling approval in , J Mays
finalized the design for production in mid Special attention was paid to aerodynamics, with the
E34 basic sedan having a drag coefficient of 0. Series production began in November Official
output figures are as follows: [11]. Front suspension consists of double pivot MacPherson
struts , with a replaceable shock absorber cartridge inside a steel strut housing. Control arms
and thrust arms control front-to-back and side-to-side movement. Rear suspension consists of
semi-trailing arms with coil springs integrated in a strut assembly. The base model, available
only in Europe, [11] was the petrol-powered four-cylinder i. Only available with a 5-speed
manual transmission, a total of 53, cars were produced. The next petrol model up was the
six-cylinder i, which began production in January The i was the second most popular E34 model
globally, with , units produced. A rare E34 model is the petrol-powered six-cylinder iX, of which
only 9, cars were produced. It was powered by the BMW M50 engine and was the first 5 Series
to use a rack and pinion steering system. There are two versions of the E34 i: an inline-six
model produced from to , and a V8 model produced from to The earlier model was one of the
last applications of the BMW M30 inline-six engine. The V8 version, which replaced the
six-cylinder i in the lineup, was powered by the new BMW M60 V8 engine and was available with
a 5-speed manual or 5-speed automatic transmission. Between the two versions of the i, a total
of 57, cars were produced. The highest six-cylinder model except for the M5 was the i. Despite
the 'i' model designation and '3. A total of 97, cars were produced, [21] including the Alpina B10
BiTurbo, 3. The i was replaced by the V8-engined i and i models in In , the i model was added to
the top of the 5 Series lineup, powered by the BMW M60 V8 engine and available in both sedan
and wagon body styles the latter not in US. Transmission options were a 6-speed manual or a
5-speed automatic. A total of 26, units were produced. In the wide grilles became available on
other models as well. The first diesel model was the td, which was introduced in This model was
replaced by the tds in , and a lower-specification td was introduced in All diesel models were
powered by turbocharged inline-six engines. In the United States, the E34 model range was
launched in October with the i and i 6-cylinder models for the model year. The 3. Introduced in
September [24] and produced until August , the E34 M5 was produced in both sedan and station
wagon 'Touring' body styles, the latter being the first M5 to be available as a wagon. This 3. In
its last year of production for the M5, the transmission was upgraded from a 5-speed manual to
the Getrag G 6-speed manual which was also used by the i model. A model which could run on
natural gas as well as petrol and was only sold in Germany. The g was based on the i Touring
model and the only transmission available was a 5-speed manual. It was only produced in and
just units were built. After unveiling the BMW E1 and E2 concept car electric vehicles in , BMW
began a project to show it was possible to make a full-sized electric car, despite the obstacle of
the weight of the lead-acid battery technology at the time. To assist the electric drivetrain, the
iev also had a four-cylinder petrol engine and a continuously variable transmission , a
configuration similar to the first production hybrid cars produced by other manufacturers
several years later. Because the M5 was discontinued for non-European markets in , the i
M-Sport model was built in for the North American market. An Mi model was produced for in
Canada. It includes the features of the North American i M-sport, plus upgraded Euro-spec M5
brakes, inch M-parallel wheels, and various trim pieces. The i LE i. Limited Edition sedan was
sold in Australia and the United Kingdom. Most changes occur in September each year, when
the changes for the following model year go into production, as is typical BMW practice.
Therefore, the changes for represent the model year, for example. Production of the E34
commenced on November 2, for the i, [39] with i market launch being in January and other
variants following a staggered launch. Production of the i began in February , being launched to
market in April , with the td entering production in March for May introduction. Touring
production began in November Production ended for the sedan in December and Touring in
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my ways, I think it's safe to say the E34 is quintessentially BMW at heart: it's a GT sedan body
with both simplicity and elegance at its core. The M5 has earned its place in the garages of
collectors, and the i six-speed examples are not far behind. The platform as a whole, though,
will inevitably have its day, and when a car is kept as nicely as Conor Auld's, there's no doubt
any eyes it catches are sure to return for a second look. Its deep, dark, metallic tone has earned
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Conor's i, it's a bit of a rare find, but unquestionably makes for a visually thrilling car. The i's
M50 6-cylinder engine remains under the hood, although it finds itself tucked in an engine bay
that's received the entire shaved bay treatment, a rarity when it comes to the BMW world. Not
one to shy away from effort for a job well done, Conor pulled the engine for the bay project, and
with the help of some friends, transformed the engine bay into a show piece worthy of both
attention and respect. That's not all she wrote, though: with the ancillaries removed, there's
considerable room for a top-mount turbo setup, currently in the works for the next stage of the
car thanks to Covid. Inside the car, Conor has kept things simple, if not classic in nature.
Custom buckets have been trimmed in black leather with houndstooth centers, both of which
straddle a leather-wrapped console and dashboard. A coolerworx shifter sits proud of the black
Alcantara shift surround, bringing a sporty feel to things. Last but not least, a matching Nardi
wheel looks both OEM and aftermarket: hidden in plain sight. Clearly, cleanliness is a tenet of
the build, and the exterior is no different: Conor aims for subtle touches to speak volumes.
From the beltline down, the car sports a lip kit which hug the ground nicely. Smoked Hella
headlamps, corners, and fogs, along with a shadowlined grille, help to sleeken up the nose of
the car a bit. Shadowlined trim removes any remaining brightwork, leaving the eyes to focus on
the real star of the show: a set of custom-built AC Schnitzer Type IIs, measuring out to 18x9.
The centers have been finished in BMW Steel Grey and are surrounded by beautifully polished
lips which hug the Avus blue arches with no room to spare. To accomplish this, Conor turned to
Air Lift Performance for suspension. Utilizing their air struts along with V2 management, Conor
has complete control of the system and adjustment. The system allows Conor to drive at a
manageable height while dropping the car down to the tarmac at the numerous shows he
attends and wins regularly. Conor has focused on cleanliness, choosing to embrace the lines
that have helped to make the E34 what it is today, in contrast to modifying them extensively. His
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